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Abstract
We report on a search for a phase transition from ordinary nuclear matter to a
state of deconned quarks and gluons as predicted by lattice QCD calculations. A
new measurement of charmonium production in Pb-Pb interactions at 158 GeV/c
per nucleon agrees with our previous results and conrms the anomalous J/ψ
suppression we had already observed on a signicantly smaller data sample. New
event selection and analysis techniques show that, for peripheral collisions, the
J/ψ cross-section per nucleon-nucleon collision agrees with the precise suppression
pattern inferred from a wide range of measurements extending from p-p up to S-U
collisions. As the collisions become more central, the Pb-Pb cross-section exhibits
a clear departure from this normal behaviour. The onset of the anomalous J/ψ
suppression reported here is the rst clear observation of a threshold eect in heavy
ion collisions and can be considered as a strong indication of the production of a
deconned quark-gluon phase in central Pb-Pb collisions.
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1 Introduction
In ordinary nuclear matter, quarks and gluons are conned within nucleons. Above
the deconnement temperature, Tc, as predicted by non-perturbative Quantum Chro-
modynamics (QCD) calculations, quarks and gluons are expected to behave as free
objects within a new state of deconned matter, the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP). It
has been suggested that the phase transition between ordinary and deconned matter
could occur in ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions where, under certain conditions,
temperature and energy density could reach the required values. Heavy ion physics
oers thus a unique opportunity to test a major prediction of QCD.
The suppression of charmonium states has been predicted to be an unambiguous
signature of deconnement [1]. The formation of the cc bound states would be sup-
pressed in the QGP due to the screening of the attractive color force which binds
the two quarks together. Charmonia are produced in the very early stage of the
collision. Strongly bound states, like the J/ψ, are expected to interact weakly with
other hadrons. As a result, and more than other signatures, J/ψ suppression carries
its original message through the dierent stages of the reacting medium.
Based on an extensive set of experimental data obtained with proton, oxygen
and sulphur beams on several targets, the NA38 and NA51 experiments have indeed
observed a J/ψ suppression which increases continuously and monotonically from
the lighter to the heavier interacting nuclei [2]. The same behaviour is observed
in sulphur-uranium collisions as a function of the centrality of the reaction. The
observed suppression exhibits a completely smooth increasing pattern which is fully
consistent with ordinary nuclear absorption of the charmonium states by the nucleons
of the interacting nuclei. Within the framework of the Glauber model and from a
simple rst order exponential t, the data lead to a J/ψ absorption cross-section of
6.10.7 mb [3] which accounts for the observed suppression in a range which extends
from p-p up to central S-U reactions.
The J/ψ suppression measured by experiment NA50 for Pb-Pb interactions shows
a clear departure from the smooth trend exhibited by measurements with lighter
projectiles [3]. The data which led to the discovery of the anomalous J/ψ suppression
were collected in 1995, at the CERN SPS. The J/ψ cross-section measured in Pb-Pb
at 158 GeV/c per nucleon is a factor 0.71  0.03 below the value extrapolated from
the NA38/NA51 data according to pure nuclear absorption. Moreover, the observed
anomaly increases with increasing centrality. Within a large statistical error, the
results obtained for the most peripheral collisions have been found to be compatible
with normal nuclear absorption as extrapolated from p-A and S-U reactions.
In this paper we report the results from a high statistics sample of Pb-Pb interac-
tions, collected in 1996. The aim of this larger set of data is to increase signicantly
the sample of high mass muon pair events, in particular those produced in peripheral
reactions. The new analysis presented hereafter is devoted to the study of J/ψ sup-
pression as a function of centrality. It is intended to explore in detail the pattern of
the observed anomaly and to compare, as accurately as possible, the most peripheral
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Pb-Pb results with the previously studied S-U reactions. Absolute cross-sections can
be found in Ref. [4].
2 Experimental setup
The experimental setup used in 1996 was almost identical to the one used in 1995.
The detector has been described in detail in Ref. [4]. Muon pairs are deflected by an
air gap toroidal magnet in the pseudo-rapidity interval 2.8 < ηlab < 4.0 and tracked by
a set of multi-wire proportional chambers. A very forward (\zero degree" or ZDC)
hadronic calorimeter [5] covers rapidities higher than 6.3 and measures essentially
the energy, EZDC, of the spectator (non-interacting) nucleons from the incoming Pb
projectile.
The centrality of the collision is estimated by an electromagnetic calorimeter which
measures ET, the neutral transverse energy produced in the reaction in the range
1.1 < ηlab < 2.3. It should be underlined that this measurement suers from a signif-
icant global absolute scale uncertainty as compared with similar measurements done
in experiment NA38 in which a more central rapidity region was covered. We have
thus renormalized the ET absolute scale published in Ref. [4] or recently presented
as preliminary results from the present data [6]. The new scale provides identical
values for the 1995 and 1996 Pb data and is, furthermore, consistent with the NA38
S-U results according to simulations done using the RQMD monte-carlo event gener-
ator [7]. The average correction multiplicative factor, already applied here, amounts
to 0.81 for the 1996 preliminary results and to 0.74 for the 1995 published data. This
change of ET scale does not aect any other centrality estimator currently used in
the analysis. The typical resolution achieved in the ET measurement is  10% for
ET = 40 GeV and  7% for ET = 100 GeV.
The average beam intensity during the 1996 run was 5 107 Pb ions per burst as
compared to 3107 in 1995. With a spill of 4.5 s nominal duration, the resulting pile-
up of two or more incident ions arriving within the 20 ns gate of the multichannel
beam hodoscope amounted to 28% of the total sample of events. These pile-up
events were tagged by the beam hodoscope and rejected from the nal set of data.
We recorded  2000 triggers per burst. Besides the dimuon triggers, these included
10% of downscaled minimum bias triggers obtained by requiring only a non-zero
energy deposit in the ZDC. A total of 170 million triggers (60 million in 1995) were
written on tape. The target assembly was made of 7 sub-targets spaced 25 mm
apart. Its total thickness was 12 mm, a major change with respect to the 1995 setup
which used 7 mm instead (i.e. 30% of an interaction length in 1996 against 17% in
1995). A major improvement with respect to 1995 was the better beam optics and
sharply limited beam spot which resulted from a signicantly higher primary beam
intensity coupled to a severe upstream collimation. The ne tuning of the beam
line led to a signicant reduction of o-target background triggers with respect to
the 1995 running conditions. The use of pre-interaction and halo detectors to tag
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beam interactions upstream from our target allowed, furthermore, a clean selection
of on-target events. Finally, the contamination due to o-target dimuon events which
survived the selection criteria could be estimated from the empty target special runs
recorded during normal data taking. It amounts to about 3% of the events with ET
below 50 GeV and is negligible for higher ET values.
The nal analysis of the 1996 run presented here is based on 190 000 J/ψ events
and 2100 Drell-Yan muon pairs with invariant mass higher than 4.2 GeV/c2. This
sample corresponds to an average fourfold increase in statistics as compared to the
1995 sample; as explained below and thanks to a new event selection procedure, the
increase is signicantly higher for peripheral collisions.
3 The “standard” analysis
The \standard" analysis method has already been described in Ref. [4]. The J/ψ and
ψ0 resonances are identied through their decays into muon pairs. The numbers of J/ψ
and ψ0 events and the number of Drell-Yan dimuons are obtained from the analysis
of the muon pair invariant mass spectrum, taking into account the contributions
originating from both the open charm associated production and the combinatorial
background due to decays. The measured quantity is Bµµ σJ/ψ / σDY, the ratio of J/ψ
to Drell-Yan cross-sections multiplied by the branching ratio of J/ψ into two muons.
The branching ratio Bµµ is always included but generally omitted in the notations
of this article. This quantity is referred to as the \J/ψ cross-section per nucleon-
nucleon collision" since the Drell-Yan cross-section is expected to be proportional
to the number of elementary collisions in the reaction [3]. The study is done as a
function of the neutral transverse energy ET measured on an event by event basis
and used as an estimator of the centrality.
3.1 Data selection
The muon pairs selected for the nal data analysis have to satisfy the normal selection
criteria already detailed in Ref. [4]. This selection has been modied for the analysis
of the 1996 data as detailed hereafter.
The target algorithm makes use of the signals given by the two quartz blades lo-
cated o the beam axis, on the left and right sides of each sub-target, which measure
a fraction of the particles emitted in the interaction [8]. It identies the sub-target
where the primary interaction took place. Furthermore, it can also identify, if any,
interactions of the spectator fragments with downstream sub-targets, a type of events
called \re-interactions". The identication of the interaction sub-target rejects e-
ciently most of the o-target events. Nevertheless, this powerful cleaning tool induces
a signicant loss for the most peripheral (low multiplicity) on-target reactions and
fails to identify part of the re-interactions which, usually, are made of at least one very
peripheral reaction. These two types of events give signals which are indistinguish-
able from those generated by the δ rays of the non interacting incident ions across
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the Pb targets. In order to recover the peripheral reactions, a new selection method
has been developed which rejects most of the o-target contamination without re-
questing necessarily a positive response from the target algorithm (which is always
used if present). The new method is based on the correlation between ET and EZDC
measured on an event by event basis by the two NA50 calorimeters. A contour-cut
on the ET {EZDC correlation is applied, limited to the 2σ distance from the average
correlation. It eciently rejects events originating both upstream and downstream
from the target region and is therefore practically equivalent to a selection of Pb-Pb








Figure 1: Correlation between neutral transverse energy and very forward hadronic
energy for J/ψ events using the new selection procedure with (b) and without (a)
requiring the vertex identication by the target algorithm.
Figure 1 shows the ET {EZDC correlation for high mass dimuons identied with
the new method (a) and with the target algorithm (b). As can be seen, the new
method recovers the sample of peripheral collisions rejected by the target algorithm.
The contour-cut rejection applies to all events. The interaction sub-target is taken
according to the response of the target algorithm, if any, and is arbitrarily considered
to be the central (fourth) sub-target when the response is missing. In this last case,
the resulting vertex smearing leads to a slightly worse resolution in the transverse
energy and in the dimuon invariant mass calculations, since both depend on the
precise interaction vertex. The mass resolution at the J/ψ peak, therefore, increases
smoothly from 97 to 105 MeV (3.1% to 3.4%) between central or semi-central and
the most peripheral collisions. This variation is due to the increasing mass smearing
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Figure 2: Ratio of the number of events selected by the contour-cut method and by
the target algorithm.
and is well reproduced by Monte-Carlo simulations.
Figure 2 shows the ratio of the number of events selected by the contour-cut
method and by the target algorithm. No event is recovered for ET higher than
55 GeV as, in this range, the target algorithm eciency is close to unity, while for
lower ET values the number of events recovered by the contour-cut method increases
smoothly as the collisions become more peripheral.
In order to reject dimuon events produced up-stream and down-stream from the
target in Pb-air interactions, severe cuts on the distance between the muon tracks and
the beam axis are applied. The study of the ψ0 dimuon vertex distribution along the
beam axis, measured from the extrapolated muon tracks detected in the spectrometer,
shows that these dimuon \vertex cuts" reduce the contribution of o-target events
by a factor 3.
Events identied by the target algorithm as re-interactions are rejected from the
data analysis. They amount to 3% of the 1996 nal analysis data sample (corre-
sponding to 5.4% at the raw-data level), to be compared with 2% in the 1995 data.
As explained above, the rate of reinteraction identication is lower than expected.
For example, a target thickness corresponding to 30% of an interaction length should
lead to a re-interaction contamination of 10{15% (at the raw-data level). The re-
interaction rejection ineciency could induce a bias in the data analysis, which could
be signicant for values of ET above 90 GeV, as suggested by the ET distribution of
the events positively tagged for re-interaction.
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3.2 Analysis
The nal invariant mass spectrum of the opposite-sign pairs obtained from the whole






Figure 3: Opposite-sign muon pair invariant mass spectrum for Pb-Pb collisions at
158 GeV/c incident momentum.
It is tted to the sum of ve contributions, i.e. the combinatorial background,
the open charm, J/ψ, ψ0 and Drell-Yan. The combinatorial background originating
from uncorrelated pi and K decays is determined with the standard procedure using
the sample of like-sign pairs. The shapes of the open charm, J/ψ, ψ0 and Drell-Yan
contributions shown in Fig. 3 are determined by Monte-Carlo simulations. For open
charm and Drell-Yan production, the simulation is based on PYTHIA [9] calculations
using the MRS A [10] set of parton distribution functions. It has been checked that the
results reported in this paper are insensitive to the specic set of parton distribution
functions adopted for the analysis. The open charm continuum shown on the gure
corresponds to D D semileptonic decays; its normalization is obtained from a t to
the intermediate mass region 2.2 < M < 2.9 GeV/c2 with the Drell-Yan amplitude
determined from the high mass part of the distribution.
The nal t is performed for M  2.9 GeV/c2 with three free normalization
parameters, i.e., the number of Drell-Yan, J/ψ and ψ0 events. Additionally, the J/ψ
mass is taken as a free parameter for better t quality. The tted value for the
mass of the J/ψ is found to be systematically 0.3% higher than the value of the
Particle Data Group [11], due to the average energy loss correction. The best t
gives a χ2/dof = 1.03 using the maximum likelihood method. The two-step tting
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procedure is used to estimate the contribution of the D D \excess" [12] at high mass;
it reduces to a negligible level the systematic error from this source on the σJ/ψ / σDY
ratios. The global t reproduces the trend of the data even below 2.9 GeV/c2 as can
be seen from Fig. 3, which suggests a clean selection and a fair agreement with the
shapes of the dierent contributions.
3.3 Results
The ratios of cross-sections σJ/ψ / σDY are given integrating the Drell-Yan dierential
cross-section in the mass interval 2.9  M  4.5 GeV/c2. The ratio σJ/ψ / σDY has
been measured for the whole sample of Pb-Pb events. From the 1996 data we obtain
Bµµ σJ/ψ / σDY = 17.0 0.2
while from the 1995 data [4] we had obtained 16.1 0.4 0.2 1.
The new ratio together with the now nal analysis of the NA38/NA51 data [2]
leads to
R = 0.77 0.04
for the anomalous suppression factor as dened in Ref. [3] (ordinary nuclear absorp-
tion would correspond to R = 1). This value is compatible with the value 0.71 0.03
published in Ref. [3].
The ratio of the J/ψ to Drell-Yan cross-sections can be studied as a function of
centrality. The analysis method described above is now applied in dierent ET bins.
For comparison purposes only, Fig. 4 shows the results obtained from the 1996 data
with the coarse binning required by the limited number of events collected in 1995.
The agreement between the two dierent samples is fairly good except for the
highest ET bin, which is attributed to a bias due to re-interaction type events (see
section 3.1). Their mis-identication induces a smooth event migration from medium
to high ET values. It leads to an overestimated ratio of cross-sections for the upper
end of the ET range. This assumption is supported by the fact that re-interactions are
expected to play a larger role for the 1996 data due to a signicantly thicker Pb target.
Further studies are therefore in progress to clarify the results for ET > 100 GeV.
The size of the 1996 data sample allows a more detailed centrality analysis in
15 dierent ET bins. The results obtained for the ratios of J/ψ to Drell-Yan cross-
sections are listed in Table 1 together with the χ2/dof of each individual t. The
quoted errors are purely statistical.
Figure 5 shows the cross-section ratios for the 15 ET bins presented in Table 1
(closed circles). In order to check the stability of the results, the gure shows also the
cross-section ratios for bins shifted by half a bin (open circles). The curve represents
the ordinary nuclear absorption tted to the NA51 and NA38 results obtained with
lighter projectiles [3]. It should be noted that, for the rst time, the anomalous
suppression pattern can be seen within the same data sample. It is clear from the
1The statistical error 0.3 published in Ref. [4] was underestimated.
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Figure 4: The standard σJ/ψ / σDY ratios for the 1995 and the 1996 data samples.
The dierence at the upper end of the ET range is probably due to re-interactions in
the target. See the text for details.
Table 1: Cross-section ratios for the 1996 Pb-Pb data as a function of centrality.
The ratios are given for Drell-Yan events in the mass interval 2.9{4.5 GeV/c2. The
values of hETi and hbi correspond to the average neutral transverse energy and impact
parameter for the events observed in each interval.
hETi hbi Bµµ σJ/ψ / σDY χ2/dof
(GeV) (fm)
14 10.8 35.8 2.6 1.08
24 9.6 28.2 2.2 1.20
32 8.9 26.0 1.7 0.84
41 8.1 24.2 1.4 0.85
49 7.3 18.6 1.0 1.22
56 6.6 18.0 1.0 1.02
63 5.9 16.7 1.0 1.24
70 5.3 18.0 1.0 1.32
77 4.7 16.7 1.0 0.83
83 4.2 13.5 1.1 0.90
90 3.6 14.4 0.9 0.94
97 2.9 16.1 1.1 1.20
103 2.2 16.6 1.3 0.98
110 1.7 14.1 1.1 0.88
119 1.3 13.7 1.3 0.52
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Figure 5: Ratios of J/ψ to Drell-Yan cross-sections as a function of centrality in
Pb-Pb collisions at 158 GeV/c. The line corresponds to the t to lighter interacting
nuclei shown in Fig. 6. It is supposed to account for ordinary nuclear absorption (see
text) with σabs = 6.4 mb.
gure that whereas for ET < 40 GeV J/ψ suppression agrees with measurements
obtained from lighter systems, there is a signicant departure from this behaviour for
ET > 50 GeV. The onset of the anomaly can be seen as a drop of yield in a limited
10 GeV wide ET range which corresponds to an impact parameter b ’ 8 fm.
The ratio of the J/ψ to Drell-Yan cross-sections is plotted in Fig. 6 as a function of
L [13], the mean path length of the prompt (cc) object through nuclear matter, which
is related to ET as explained in detail in Ref. [3]. The nal results from the NA38
(p-W, p-U and S-U) and NA51 (p-p and p-d) experiments [2] are also presented in
the gure. The NA38/NA51 measurements at 200 GeV/c and 450 GeV/c have been
rescaled to 158 GeV/c and corrected, together with the Pb-Pb data, for the dierent
proton and neutron content of the interacting nuclei, according to the procedure
explained in Ref. [3]. The full line is a simple exponential t of exp (−ρ0 σabs L) to
the proton and sulphur data, where ρ0 = 0.17 fm
−3 is the nuclear matter average
density. It describes the ordinary nuclear absorption of charmonia. It is worthwhile
noting that the value obtained for σabs from this type of simple t is a good rst
order approximation of the absorption cross-section of charmonia in nuclear matter
when σabs is small. Strictly speaking, however, the full absorption calculation [14]
gives sytematically higher values.
The exponential t shown in Fig. 6 leads to 5.8  0.7 mb (equivalent to 6.4 
0.8 mb for a full calculation) for the absorption cross-section. The cross-section ratios
obtained for the rst four Pb-Pb bins corresponding to the most peripheral collisions
(L  8 fm) can also be described by the same exponential. A clear additional
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Figure 6: Ratios of the J/ψ to Drell-Yan cross-sections as a function of the mean
nuclear path length L, for NA38, NA50 and NA51 data. The NA38 and NA51 data
are rescaled to 158 GeV/c. The line corresponds to the simple exponential t with
σabs = 5.8 mb.
suppression can be observed for the more central Pb-Pb collisions.
4 The “minimum bias” analysis
The statistical fluctuations of the ratio σJ/ψ / σDY are essentially due to the small
number of Drell-Yan events. In order to overcome this experimental drawback, an
alternative independent analysis has been developed with only the J/ψ sample of
events in common with the standard analysis. The sample of Drell-Yan events is now
replaced by the huge sample of minimum bias events and a new estimator of the ratio
σJ/ψ / σDY is built, according to the procedure detailed hereafter.
4.1 Data selection
Minimum bias events are those dened by an incident Pb ion which interacts in the
Pb target of the experiment. They are collected with a beam trigger made of specic
hardware which is completely independent of the usual muon pair trigger used for
dimuon on-line selection. The beam trigger res when hadronic energy is measured
in the zero degree calorimeter. The minimum detectable zero degree energy does not
induce any bias on the ET distribution since even for head-on collisions a few pions
are produced in the acceptance of the ZDC. Although collected simultaneously with
the dimuon events, the minimum bias events are prescaled by a factor which brings
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their rate down to about 10% of the total number of events recorded on tape. In the
o-line analysis, a further cut requires ET > 5 GeV.
A key feature of the analysis based on minimum bias events is that, due to the
large size of the data samples involved, the target algorithm can be used for sub-target
identication despite the induced losses. The result is a constant mass resolution in
the whole range from peripheral to central collisions. Furthermore, no tting proce-
dure is used. The numbers of events are obtained from a simple counting technique.
In each ET bin are counted, independently, the number of minimum bias events and
the number of muon pairs in the mass range between 2.9 and 3.3 GeV/c2 (after com-
binatorial background subtraction) which, corrected for the continuum contribution,
leads to the number of J/ψ events.
4.2 Analysis
The analysis uses the very similar structure of the transverse energy distributions for










NAB(b) P (ET, b) b db
where P (ET, b) is the probability that a given ET is measured for a collision with im-
pact parameter b. The analytical expression of P (ET, b) depends on 2 parameters, the
mean number of hadrons produced per wounded nucleon in the collision, hhi, and the
mean transverse energy of each of these hadrons, hti. The parameters are obtained
from a t to the experimental ET distributions. Further details on these analytical
descriptions can be found in Refs. [14, 15] and references therein. NAB(b) is the num-
ber of binary nucleon-nucleon collisions, calculated by the Glauber model with the
nuclear density described by a three parameter Woods-Saxon distribution. Based on
these relations, the Drell-Yan distribution (noted hereafter as (dN/dET)DY) can be
obtained directly from the minimum bias experimental distribution according to:
(dN/dET)DY = (dN/dET)expMB (ET)
with
(ET) / (dN/dET)thDY / (dN/dET)thMB
The ratio between the theoretical ET distributions of Drell-Yan and minimum bias
events, (ET), is plotted as a function of ET in Fig. 7. For comparison purposes, the
same gure also shows the ratio of the experimental distributions and the number of
nucleon-nucleon collisions calculated with the Glauber model, using the Woods-Saxon
nuclear density distribution. The agreement of the ratio (ET) with the number of
nucleon-nucleon collisions is remarkable all over the range below the knee of the ET
distribution.
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Figure 7: The ratio (ET) of Drell-Yan to minimum bias theoretical ET distributions
(open circles). Also shown is the corresponding ratio for the data (closed circles) and
the calculated number of elementary nucleon-nucleon collisions (dotted line).
The cross-sections ratio σJ/ψ / σDY , based on the directly counted J/ψ and min-
imum bias events, can be compared to the usual cross-section ratio σJ/ψ / σDY, based
on the tted ratio of J/ψ and Drell-Yan events, after adjustment on the data of a
free normalization constant. The method has a twofold advantage. The cross-section
ratio σJ/ψ / σDY is practically free from statistical fluctuations. It is also free from
most ineciencies as it is still computed from a ratio of experimental numbers. The
drawbacks of using minimum bias events are due to potential new systematic eects
induced both by their specic trigger (no muons required in the spectrometer) and by
their selection criteria (no dimuon-based geometrical cuts) which are dierent from
those used for J/ψ events.
4.3 Results
The ratio of cross-sections σJ/ψ / σDY is given in Table 2 for the dierent ET bins and
plotted in Fig. 8, superimposed on the values obtained with the standard method.
The absolute normalization for σJ/ψ / σDY was computed in the ET interval 55{
75 GeV. The analysis is limited to values above ET = 26 GeV due to a contamination
of o-target interactions which aects, in particular, the more peripheral minimum
bias events. The statistical errors are signicantly reduced and the shapes obtained
by both analyses are compatible. In particular, an excellent agreement is observed
between the two sets of points in the energy range 30 < ET < 55 GeV, where a clear
drop of the J/ψ yield is observed.
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Table 2: Cross-section ratios for the 1996 Pb-Pb data as a function of the average
neutral transverse energy hETi. The ratios are obtained from the minimum bias
sample of events.
hETi Bµµ σJ/ψ / σDY hETi Bµµ σJ/ψ / σDY
(GeV) (GeV)
28.1 28.1 1.3 76.8 16.0 0.3
31.8 27.2 0.9 80.6 15.2 0.3
35.6 24.9 0.6 84.3 15.2 0.3
39.3 23.6 0.5 88.1 14.7 0.3
43.1 21.7 0.4 91.8 14.3 0.3
46.8 20.0 0.3 95.6 13.9 0.2
50.6 19.1 0.3 99.3 13.8 0.3
54.3 18.8 0.3 103.1 13.0 0.3
58.1 18.2 0.3 106.8 13.3 0.3
61.8 17.5 0.3 110.6 13.4 0.3
65.6 16.7 0.3 114.3 13.6 0.4
69.3 17.0 0.3 118.1 13.6 0.5
73.1 16.1 0.3 121.8 13.3 0.7
Figure 8: Comparison of the ratios σJ/ψ / σDY and σJ/ψ / σDY based respectively on
Drell-Yan and minimum bias events. The curve shows the same ratio for normal
nuclear absorption, as plotted in Fig. 5.
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5 Summary and conclusions
A high statistics data sample of Pb-Pb interactions at 158 GeV/c per nucleon incident
momentum has been collected in 1996 by experiment NA50. The ratio σJ/ψ / σDY has
been measured as a function of the centrality of the reaction estimated, for each event,
from the measured neutral transverse energy ET. The new data have been analyzed
with the same method as used for the 1995 smaller sample, except for a new selection
procedure which allows to include more peripheral interactions.
The results obtained are in good agreement with the published ones [3, 4], obtained
from the data collected in 1995, except at the upper end of the ET range where
there is a dierence probably due to re-interactions in the target. These results are
corroborated by a new and independent analysis which makes use of the sample of
minimum bias events instead of the Drell-Yan events and which, although potentially
sensitive to experimental systematic eects, leads to smaller statistical uncertainties.
They conrm quantitatively the anomalous J/ψ suppression previously reported and
describe its ET dependence which much improved accuracy.
A(L)  =  exp (- ρ L σ
abs)
ρ = 0.17 n/fm3
σ
abs = 5.8 0.7 mb
Figure 9: The σJ/ψ / σDY ratios divided by the normal nuclear absorption suppression
inferred from the NA38 and NA51 results.
The large size of the 1996 data sample allows a detailed study of the anomaly
as a function of centrality. Whereas peripheral events exhibit the normal behaviour
already measured for lighter projectiles or targets, the J/ψ shows a signicant anoma-
lous drop of about 20% in the ET range between 40 and 50 GeV, which approximately
corresponds to an impact parameter between 7.3 and 8.3 fm. The drop can only be
due to the J/ψ sample since it is the only sample of events in common in the two
methods. The detailed pattern of the anomaly can be seen in Fig. 9 which shows
the ratio of the J/ψ to the Drell-Yan cross-sections divided by the exponentially
decreasing function accounting for normal nuclear absorption.
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Charmonium suppression is expected to sign the phase transition between normal
and deconned nuclear matter predicted by lattice QCD calculations. The sudden
change of behaviour observed in our data suggests that the observed abnormal sup-
pression results from a discontinuity in the state of nuclear matter. The normal
J/ψ cross-section measured for peripheral Pb-Pb collisions agrees with the general
pattern determined from proton, oxygen and sulphur-induced reactions which can
be accounted for by nuclear absorption. A clear onset of the anomaly is observed
as a function of transverse energy. It excludes models based on hadronic scenarios
since only smooth behaviours with monotonic derivatives can be inferred from such
calculations.
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